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JERUSALEM in/out times for Shabbat Yom Kippur
4 5:51PM        •        %32 7:02PM  Rabeinu Tam: 7:42PM



 Those who follow Minhag Yerushalayim 
for Kiddush L'vana (first op 3 full days after the Molad with no delay)
probably said KL after breaking their Tzom Gedalya fast. The rest of the
Jewish world traditionally waits until after Yom Kippur (no need to break
their fast first). Either way, the last op for KL of Tishrei is Wednesday
night, October 4th - Leil Chag. Although we usually do not say KL on
Friday night or on Yom Tov, if the last opportunity falls on Leil Shabbat
or Chag, we may (should) say KL. (If one lives where it is usually cloudy
and/or rainy at this time of the year, he should not delay KL.)

PPexplanations - NONEPars haPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Candles Shabbat - Yom Kippur Havdala

5:51 Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim 7:02
6:09 Aza area (Netivot, S'deirot, et al) 7:04
6:07 Beit Shemesh / RBS 7:03
6:06 Gush Etzion 7:02
6:08 Raanana / Tel Mond / Herzliya / Kfar Saba 7:03
6:07 Modi'in / Chashmona'im 7:03
6:07 Netanya 7:03
6:06 Be'er Sheva / Otniel 7:04
6:08 Rehovot 7:04
5:51 Petach Tikva 7:03
6:07 Ginot Shomron 7:02
5:57 Haifa / Zichron 7:03
6:06 Gush Shiloh 7:02
6:08 Tel Aviv / Giv’at Sh’muel 7:04
6:06 Giv'at Ze'ev 7:02
6:07 Chevron / Kiryat Arba 7:02
6:09 Ashkelon 7:04
6:08 Yad Binyamin 7:03
5:55 Tzfat / Bik'at HaYarden 7:01
R' Tam (J'lem) - 7:42pm • Sh.Chol Hamoed 7:34 • Sh. B'reishit 7:25



 It ain't just chopped liver
We should change the title to S'LACH
LANU KOR'EINU - Forgive us, dear
readers. 128 pages and we could have
used at least a dozen more.

You cannot imagine how many
features and ads we left out - each
one requires our deep apology.

We were going to list the missing
features - but if you don't find it, it
probably isn't here.

This Lead Tidbit deserves a whole
page (at least) but we'll use what little
space is left for it to make a point.

Yom Kippur is Shabbat. Do they
clash? Certainly, with some
technicalities, they do. KI ESHM'RA
SHABBAT

reminds us that it is forbidden to fast
on Shabbat... EXCEPT for Yom Kippur
Avoni. Some of the S'lichot of YK are
omitted. So is Avinu Malkeinu, except
for Neila.

But on a much more important basis,
there is no clash. Whatever message
Yom Kippur has for us once a year,

Shabbat has it every week. And
throughout the week.

Shabbat is truly RISHON, first of the
days called holy. It even shares the
title of Shabbat Shabbaton with Yom

Kippur. Sorry, there's a lot more, but...
G'MAR CHATIMA TOVA
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Yom Kippur
Torah &
Haftara

Torah reading for YK comes mostly
from Parshat Acharei - 34 p'sukim of
Vayikra 16 for Shacharit (first Torah)
and 30 p'sukim of Vayikra 18 for
Mincha. The Maftir (second Torah in
the morning) is from Parshat Pinchas.
Here's a quick rundown.

YK  Morning
Two Sifrei Torah
7 people in the first Torah
(because it is Shabbat - 
otherwise, there would be 6 Aliyot)

The Torah's portion dealing with the
Kohen Gadol and the Yom Kippur
service in the Beit HaMikdash. It is
"repeated" (sort of) in the repetition of
the Musaf Amida. Mixed in with the
Beit HaMikdash service are some
aspects of "our" Yom Kippur -
especially the aspect of ATONEMENT.

Kohen - First Aliya
3 p'sukim - 16:1-3
An emotional element is introduced
when the Torah tells us that G-d gave

the command of Yom Kippur service
"after the deaths of Aharon's two
sons". We cannot help but be struck by
the combination of the Kohen Gadol
performing the loftiest of spiritual
tasks with the background of his
personal grief. These feelings are
especially powerful as we hear this
reading on Yom Kippur morning.
Before the Service is described,
kohanim in general are warned not to
enter the Beit HaMikdash other than
when they have tasks to perform there.
(It is hard to miss the additional
connection to Nadav and Avihu, who
entered the Mikdash for the
performance of an "improper" task.)

Rashi explains that mentioning the
deaths of Nadav and Avihu was a
particularly sharp warning to kohanim
in general and the Kohein Gadol, in
particular, since he will be entering
Kodesh HaKodashim several times in
the course of the Avoda on YK. His
actions and his thoughts, motives,
kavana have to be perfect to avoid a
tragedy and to facilitate the Kapara of
all of Israel.

Levi - Second Aliya
3 p'sukim - 16:4-6
The entire Yom Kippur service, with
all of its details, constitutes one mitzva.
Aharon is to take a bull as a
sin-offering and a ram as a burnt-
offering. He is to wear his special
garments - the Kohen Gadol on YK
alternates between his full set of eight
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garments and a special set of four
pure white garments which he wore
when he entered the Holy of Holies
and does other YK-specific Avoda.
These white garments were not the
regular 4 garments of every kohein;
they were made with an exceedingly
fine linen weave - at the expense of the
Kohein Gadol, not the community’s;
they were used only once and then
buried.

The Kohen Gadol washes his hands
and feet ten times throughout the day
and immerses in a mikveh five times. 

"From the People", Aharon takes two
goats for sin-offerings and a ram as an
Olah. The bull is an atonement for
Aharon and the kohanim. 

Sh'lishi Third Aliya
5 p'sukim - 16:7-11
Lots were cast to determine which of
the two (identical) goats was to be
offered as a korban and which was
sent out alive into the wilderness as
the scapegoat.

There are two very different styles of sin
- rejecting what G-d says and
distancing oneself from the Divine, and
violating His commands in an attempt
to get closer to Him. Most sin is of the
former type; that of Nadav and Avihu
was of the latter kind. Corresponding to
these two opposite motivations for sin,
we have two special offerings on Yom
Kippur - one that was offered inside the
Beit HaMikdash, its blood actually

being brought into Kodshei Kodashim,
and the other being sent completely
away from the Beit HaMikdash. Ponder
this: Both goats were identical.

R'vi'i - Fourth Aliya
6 p'sukim - 16:12-17
The Kohen Gadol performs all of the
duties of the Day, with minimal
assistance from other kohanim. The
Holy of Holies filled with smoke from
the incense offering when the Kohen
Gadol entered. The service of Yom
Kippur is complex; it is detailed in the
repetition of the Musaf Amida on Yom
Kippur as well as in the Torah reading.

This next portion continues to
describe the complex service of Yom
Kippur. Among the many tasks of the
Kohen Gadol on Yom Kippur, is VIDUI
on behalf of all the people of Israel.

His confession of sin must be
accompanied by that of each Jew, if
complete atonement is to be achieved.
Rambam says that there is "communal
forgiveness" for "minor" offenses, but
major sins require that the individual
do his own T'shuva. This should not be
taken as implying that T'shuva is not
necessary for minor offenses - it is.
Even when there is "communal
forgiveness", an individual still has to
be part of the community in order to
benefit from it. He who distances
himself from the community does not
receive the benefits of communal
prayer, repentance, and atonement.
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(Over-simplified, to be sure, but there
is a point here.)

Chamishi 5th Aliya
7 p'sukim - 16:18-24
The description of the Avoda of Yom
Kippur continues. The Kohen Gadol
continues to process the bloods of the
bull and the goat. He then leans on the
"scapegoat" and says VIDUI on behalf
of all of Israel. There is another
change of garments, washing of hands
and feet, immersion in a mikve.

Shishi - Sixth Aliya
6 p'sukim - 16:25-30
The Torah continues detailing the
Yom Kippur service. It concludes with
a reiteration of the nature of Yom
Kippur day and its rules. The Avoda is
an eternal CHOK; on the 10th day of
the seventh month we fast (and
practice other abstensions) and
refrain from Melacha (creative
activities, as are forbidden on
Shabbat).

For this day will atone for you, to
purify yourself from all your sins -
before G-d will you be purified.

One commentary took the phrase
LIFNEI HASHEM and defined it as it is
defined in a different context (specific-
ally with the Arba'a Minim of Sukkot,
and other verses). The result is the
following statement. If we use this day
of Yom Kippur properly, and repent

well the sins we have, then we will be
purified, AND this will lead to being
purified before G-d, meaning in the Beit
HaMikdash that will be rebuilt when we
"earn" it, so to speak, by proper T'shuva.

Sh'VII Seventh Aliya
4 p'sukim - 16:31-34
This last portion of chapter 16
continues with a statement of Yom
Kippur. It is the supreme Shabbat for
you (us), and you shall "afflict your
souls" (i.e. you shall fast) - this is the
law for always. (In the time of the Beit
HaMikdash - past and future), the
process of atonement is facilitated by
the Kohen Gadol... this will be a one
time a year practice... And he (Aharon)
did as G-d had commanded Moshe.

There is a well-known correlation
between the number of Aliyot and the
sanctity of the day we read the Torah.
Minimum number of people called to a
Torah reading is three. So it is on
Monday and Thursday, public fast days,
Purim, Chanuka. True they are special
days, but they are not elevated in
sanctity by restrictions of Melacha. Rosh
Chodesh and Chol HaMoed are a rung
up the Kedusha ladder, as demon-
strated by calling four people to the
Torah on those days. Yom Tov is higher
in Kedusha and we call five people (plus
a Maftir). Yom Kippur is higher still, and
its regular number of Aliyot is six (plus
Maftir). Shabbat has the highest
Kedusha and seven are called to the
Torah (in addition to the Maftir).
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Maftir 2nd Torah
5 p'sukim - Bamidbar 29:7-11
The Maftir portion from Parshat
Pinchas deals with the Musaf korbanot
of Yom Kippur only and makes only a
slight reference to the special Chatat
of Yom Kippur and the daily
korbanaot. The korbanot of the YK
Avoda are dealt with in the reading
from the first Torah, as indicated
above. The Maftir does mention the
command to "afflict one's soul",
meaning to fast, as well as the
prohibition of Melacha on Yom
Kippur.

Haftara 22 p'sukim
Yeshayahu 57:14-58:14
The Haftara makes the point that
fasting is a hollow observance without
it being accompanied by (or leading to)
a change for the better in individuals
and society. This is a crucial and vital
concept of Judaism. Heart, mind, and
soul must accompany any act in order
for the act to have positive value and
effect. Prayer, korbanot, Tashlich,
Kaparot, Vidui... are less than
meaningless without the person’s
sincere intent and kavana. This is not
to say that one should not daven - for
example - if his heart isn’t in it. One
must fast on Yom Kippur even if one is
not yet sincere with his prayers and
Vidui. But the goal is full involvement
of the aforementioned heart, mind,
and soul.

The last two p'sukim of the Haftara
are the basis of the "flavor" of Shabbat
as shaped by Rabbinic law and custom.
These two p'sukim are said by some
people as part of Shabbat daytime
kiddush.

YK Mincha
All other Mincha readings are either the
"preview" of the upcoming Parshat
HaShavua - Shabbat afternoon - or
Vaychal - fast days. This one’s unique. In
fact, with Yom Kippur on Shabbat this
year, you can ask someone who didn't
read TT yet, the following riddle: What
is the only Shabbat of the year that we
don't read the first part of the
upcoming Parshat HaShavua at Mincha.
This last portion of Acharei deals with
the forbidden sexual relations and
activities. Avoidance of these prohibi-
tions is an essential part of that which
is to make the Jew and the Jewish
People holy. Thus, an appropriate
reading for YK

Kohen 5 p'sukim -
18:1-5

Levi 16 p'sukim -
18:6-21(longest Aliya of the day)

Sh'lishi (a.k.a. Maftir)
9 p'sukim - 18:22-30
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Haftara 48 p'sukim
The whole Book of Yonah
The famous lesson that repentance is
universal, not only Jewish. But the
story of non-Jewish T'shuva of the
people of Ninvei is meant to inspire us
towards our own T'shuva in a
meaningful way. We also get a a
glimpse into the conflicts felt by the
Navi Yonah in his desire to protect the
Jewish people from G-d's anger.
Additionally, there is the lesson that
Yonah was not able to run away from
his G-d-given task. In a different way,
none of us can really run away from
our charge and challenge to live a life
of Torah and Mitzvot.

On Yom Kippur, we are privileged to
read two haftarot: the first, read
during Shacharit, is taken from Sefer
Yishayahu, while the second haftara,
read at Mincha, is the entire Sefer
Yonah. While the story of Yonah
emphasizes the Hashem's capacity to
forgive, the selection from the 57th
and 58th prakim of Yishayahu is
almost a "tutorial" as to what G-d
expects of the people when they take
upon themselves the strictures of a
fast day.  Clearly, both selections have
lessons that are germane to this holy
day and help us better understand the
process of Tshuva.

The powerful message directed to the
nation by the navi Yishayahu in the
morning haftarah opens with G-d's
encouraging cry SOLU, SOLU, clear the

path for the penitents who wish to
return to Me. With these opening
words, Hashem expresses the idea that
He not only desires our repentance but
will help us succeed in that task by
removing the potential obstacles that
might stand in our way. But the
selection continues in chapter 58 with
G-d's condemnation of Israel's hypoc-
risy. "Tell the people of their sins", G-d
urges Yishayahu. "They seek Me every
day", He tells the prophet, "like a
nation that acts righteously." And yet,
they are not righteous. They ask why
Hashem has ignored their fasts to
which G-d answers that the fast is
simply another hypocritical ploy, as
they simply continue in their evil ways
of strife, argument and ill-treatment
of the weak. 
In expressing these sentiments, G-d
challenges us all to examine what we
think being "G-d fearing" entails. Does
it include only mode of dress or does it
demand a certain mode of behavior as
well? Does it focus upon the way we
pray and communicate with G-d or
does it embrace how we communicate
with and speak to others? Is religiosity
to be defined only by the hours spent
behind a book or also by the time
spent helping others? G-d eschews
superficial externals and demands that
our outward behavior reflect our inner
goodness.

On Yom Kippur, when we wear white
and try to emulate angels in our dress,
it is important to realize that the dress
is meant to remind us of the challenge
we face after Yom Kippur. For this
reason we would do well to pay heed
to the haftara in which Hashem
demands that we break the shackles of
wickedness and injustice; that we free
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the oppressed and feed the hungry;
that we open our homes to the poor
and clothe the naked.

Ultimately, our fast is meant to be a
means to an end - and not an end in
and of itself. It must be used as a day
of reflection and sincere regret. It is
meant to help us change our ways. So
that our behavior on the eleventh of
Tishrei is an improvement over the
way we behaved before we heard these
words of Yishayahu.  

Probing the Prophets, weekly insights into the
Haftara, is written by Rabbi Nachman (Neil) Winkler,
author of Bringing the Prophets to Life (Gefen Publ.)

Eretz Yisrael in the Haftara
by Rabbis Ethan Eisen and Tuly Weisz

Sefer Yonah - Yafo's Lessons
for the Less than Perfect

The city of Jaffa was a pivotal center of
commerce from the earliest days of the
modern reestablishment of the Jewish
homeland. Agricultural schools were
funded by Moses Montefiore in 1855 to
train European Jews in modern farming
methods, which led to the famed Jaffa
orange industry. The ancient port of
Yafo, named either for its beauty or
No'ach's son, Yefet, is one of the oldest
in the world, and is mentioned several
times in Tanach. Yafo was used as the
port of entry for the Cedars of Lebanon
in both the First and Second Batei
Mikdash. Yafo was also the port of
embarkation for a famous passenger,
the prophet Yonah whom we read
about in the haftara during mincha on
Yom Kippur.

One of the more prestigious honors of
the Jewish year is "Maftir Yonah" for its
stirring account of the power of
repentance. The storyline is well
known: Hashem appears to His prophet
Yonah ben Amitai and instructs him to
go to Ninvei, Israel's arch-enemy, and
tell the people there to repent from
their wicked ways. Instead of following
orders, however, the prophet boards
the first ship out of Yafo harbor to
Tarshish, in the opposite direction.

While aboard, a mighty storm develops
and the sailors discern that it was on
account of Yonah. He is thrown over-
board by his mates only to be
swallowed up by a great fish and finally
spit out onto dry land where the word
of God returns to Yonah a second time.

When Yonah finally makes it to Ninvei
and delivers the prophecy, "Forty days
more and Ninvei shall be overturned!"
(3:4), the wicked king and population of
evil doers take Yonah's warning with all
due seriousness, and, immediately,
embark on a national effort of
repentance. The sefer reports that,
"God saw their deeds, that they
repented from their evil way; and God
relented concerning the calamity He
had said He would bring upon them
and did not act" (3:10).  

Instead of celebrating his success,
Yonah descends into depression. He is
extremely bothered by God's gracious-
ness towards Ninvei. 

The haftara records, "this displeased
Yonah greatly and it grieved him...
please LORD take my life for I would
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rather die than live" (4:1,3), he cries out
in despair. Why would the man of God
be disappointed with such seemingly
righteous behavior?

Upon closer examination, the teshuva
of the people from Ninvei seems to be
deficient. They did not reverse their
behavior for positive reasons, on
account of a love for God, truth, and
kindness; instead, as the Navi writes,
they instructed "he who knows [what
sins he has committed], let him repent
and God will be relentful; He will turn
away from His burning wrath so that
we perish not" (3:9).  Apparently, their
reversal was in order to avoid punish-
ment -- what we would call teshuva
mi'yirah.  

Additionally, as the Malbim notes, the
people of Ninvei repented only in their
actions, for example, by returning
stolen items; however, they did not
change their mindset, and they
continued to serve idols. Furthermore,
the mefarshim note that Yonah foresaw
that Ninvei would ultimately harm the
Jewish people, and he was upset that
Hashem would spare them, particularly
in light of their incomplete, less-than-
ideal teshuva.  

By reading Sefer Yonah on Yom Kippur,
we can internalize an important lesson
for those who are engaged in teshuva.
In Hashem's mercy, even incomplete
teshuva is eagerly embraced. Even if we
are motivated for the wrong reasons,
Hashem will still accept our less-than-
perfect efforts.
In 1890, the Odessa Committee,
officially known as the 'Society for the
Support of Jewish Farmers and Artisans

in Syria and Palestine' established in
office in Jaffa to welcome immigrants
from the First Aliyah, also known as the
Agricultural Aliyah. These Eastern
European Jews were fleeing from
violent pogroms and the harsh
discriminatory May Laws which
severely limited Jewish rights in Russia.
They were not necessarily coming to
Israel for lofty spiritual or even national
intentions.

From their offices in Jaffa, the Odessa
Committee assisted settlement soci-
eties in purchasing land and establish-
ing agricultural moshavot. Despite,
perhaps, the less than ideal motivations
of those who arrived in the First Aliyah,
their teshuva - return - to the Land of
Israel, which we described previously as
an integral part of communal teshuva,
was a vitally important step in settling
the Land of Israel. Like in Sefer Yonah,
Hashem continuously embraces those
who return to Him, despite our
shortcomings. May we all merit such an
embrace this Yom Kippur and sealed in
the Book of Life.

Rabbi Tuly Weisz is the director of Israel365 and
editor of "The Israel Bible"; Rabbi Dr. Ethan Eisen

is a licensed clinical psychologist.
Comments to Haftarah@TheIsraelBible.com
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Divrei Menachem
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Sukkot is upon us! The mixed feelings
associated with Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur are behind us - yes, that mixture of
fear and exaltation, judgment and majesty,
uncertainty and hope. But now we enter
Z'MAN SIMCHATEINU - The Period of Rejoic-
ing - the holiday of Sukkot, concerning which
we are invoked to be especially joyous.

And why so when there are so many other
occasions in our calendar to rejoice
supremely? Is it because the year's harvests
have been reaped and now we gather the
fruits? Is it because the trepidation that
accompanied the Days of Awe has
dissipated and now, with renewed faith, we
look forward to a year of tranquility?

Or perhaps, drawing on the Netivot Shalom,
we understand that the Sukka represents
Hashem's intimate home, as it were, in the
sense of "Hashem's desire to establish an
abode in the lower realms". The Sukka is
then analogous to the holiest of all places,
the Kodesh Kodoshim in the Temple - that
quintessential symbol of Hashem's love for
His people. For there were housed the
Luchot HaBrit that evoked the covenantal
relationship between G-d and us. And there,
when we pleased Hashem, the Cherubim
faced each other as in loving embrace.

If Shavuot symbolizes Hashem's "marriage"
to Am Yisrael, then Sukkot represents
bringing the bride into the home with all the
Chatan's ecstatic expression of love and
devotion. No wonder then that the
aristocracy, intelligentsia and nobles alike
were all at the forefront of the colorful and
exuberant Sukkot celebrations in Temple
times.  May we have that merit too! 

  Chag Same'ach!
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Moshe the Man
That very day the Lord spoke to Moshe,
"Go up this mountain of the Avarim,
Mount Nevo, which is in the land of
Moav, opposite Jericho, and view the
land of Canaan, which I am giving to
the people of Israel for a possession.
And die on the mountain which you go
up, and be gathered to your people …
For you will see the land only from a
distance; you will not enter the land I
am giving to the people of Israel."

With these words there draws to a close
the life of the greatest hero the Jewish
people has ever known: Moshe, the
leader, the liberator, the lawgiver, the
man who brought a group of slaves to
freedom, turned a fractious collection
of individuals into a nation, and so
transformed them that they became
the people of eternity.

It was Moshe who mediated with God,
performed signs and wonders, gave the
people its laws, fought with them when
they sinned, fought for them when
praying for Divine forgiveness, gave his
life to them and had his heart broken
by them when they repeatedly failed to
live up to his great expectations.

Each age has had its own image of
Moshe. For the more mystically inclined
sages, Moshe was the man who
ascended to heaven at the time of the

giving of the Torah, where he had to
contend with the angels who opposed
the idea that this precious gift be given
to mere mortals. God told Moshe to
answer them, which he did decisively.
"Do angels work that they need a day of
rest? Do they have parents that they
need to be commanded to honour
them? Do they have an evil inclination
that they need to be told, 'Do not
commit adultery?'" (Shabbat 88a).
Moshe the man out-argues the angels.

Other sages were more radical still. For
them Moshe was Rabbenu, "our rabbi" -
not a king, a political or military leader,
but a scholar and master of the law, a
role which they invested with astonish-
ing authority. They went so far as to say
that when Moshe prayed for God to
forgive the people for the Golden Calf,
God replied, "I cannot, for I have already
vowed, "One who sacrifices to any God
shall be destroyed" (Sh'mot 22:19), and
I cannot revoke My vow." Moshe
replied, "Master of the universe, have
You not taught me the laws of
annulling vows? One may not annul his
own vow, but a sage may do so." Moshe
thereupon annulled God's vow (Sh'mot
Rabba 43:4).

For Philo, the 1st century Jewish
philosopher from Alexandria, Moshe
was a philosopher-king of the type
depicted in Plato's Republic. He
governs the nation, organizes its laws,
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institutes its rites and conducts himself
with dignity and honour; he is wise,
stoical and self-controlled. This is, as it
were, a Greek Moses, looking not unlike
Michelangelo's famous sculpture.

For Maimonides, Moshe was radically
different from all other prophets in four
ways. First, others received their
prophecies in dreams or visions, while
Moshe received his awake. Second, to
the others God spoke in parables
obliquely, but to Moshe He spoke
directly and lucidly. Third, the other
prophets were terrified when God
appeared to them but of Moshe it says,
"Thus the Lord used to speak to Moshe
face to face, as a man speaks to his
friend" (Sh'mot 33:11). Fourth, other
prophets needed to undergo lengthy
preparations to hear the Divine word;
Moshe spoke to God whenever he
wanted or needed to. He was "always
prepared, like one of the ministering
angels" (Laws of the Foundations of
Torah 7:6).

Yet what is so moving about the
portrayal of Moshe in the Torah is that
he appears before us as quintessentially
human. No religion has more deeply
and systemically insisted on the
absolute otherness of God and man,
heaven and earth, the infinite and the
finite. Other cultures have blurred the
boundary, making some human beings
seem godlike, perfect, infallible. There
is such a tendency - marginal to be
sure, but never entirely absent - within
Jewish life itself: to see sages as saints,
great scholars as angels, to gloss over
their doubts and shortcomings and
turn them into superhuman emblems

of perfection. Tanach, however, is
greater than that. It tells us that God,
who is never less than God, never asks
us to be more than simply human.

Moshe is a human being. We see him
despair and want to die. We see him
lose his temper. We see him on the
brink of losing his faith in the people he
has been called on to lead. We see him
beg to be allowed to cross the Jordan
and enter the land he has spent his life
as a leader travelling toward. Moshe is
the hero of those who wrestle with the
world as it is and with people as they
are, knowing that "It is not for you to
complete the task, but neither are you
free to stand aside from it."

The Torah insists that "to this day no
one knows where his grave is" (D'varim
34:6), to avoid his grave being made a
place of pilgrimage or worship. It is all
too easy to turn human beings, after
their death, into saints and demigods.
That is precisely what the Torah
opposes. "Every human being" writes
Maimonides in his Laws of Repentance
(5:2), "can be as righteous as Moshe or
as wicked as Yerovam."

Moshe does not exist in Judaism as an
object of worship but as a role model
for each of us to aspire to. He is the
eternal symbol of a human being made
great by what he strove for, not by
what he actually achieved. The titles
conferred by him in the Torah, "the
man Moshe", "God's servant", "a man of
God", are all the more impressive for
their modesty. Moshe continues to
inspire.
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On 3 April 1968, Martin Luther King
delivered a sermon in a church in
Memphis, Tennessee. At the end of his
address, he turned to the last day of
Moshe's life, when the man who had
led his people to freedom was taken by
God to a mountain-top from which he
could see in the distance the land he
was not destined to enter. That, said
King, was how he felt that night:

I just want to do God's will. And He's
allowed me to go up to the mountain.
And I've looked over. And I've seen the
promised land. I may not get there with
you. But I want you to know tonight
that we, as a people, will get to the
promised land.

That night was the last of his life. The
next day he was assassinated. At the
end, the still young Christian preacher -
he was not yet forty - who had led the
civil rights movement in the United
States, identified not with a Christian
figure but with Moshe.

In the end the power of Moshe's story is
precisely that it affirms our mortality.
There are many explanations of why
Moshe was not allowed to enter the
Promised Land. I have argued that it
was simply because "each generation
has its leaders" (Avoda Zara 5a) and the
person who has the ability to lead a
people out of slavery is not necessarily
the one who has the requisite skills to
lead the next generation into its own
and very different challenges. There is
no one ideal form of leadership that is
right for all times and situations.
Franz Kafka gave voice to a different
and no less compelling truth:

He is on the track of Canaan all his life;
it is incredible that he should see the
land only when on the verge of death.
This dying vision of it can only be
intended to illustrate how incomplete a
moment is human life; incomplete
because a life like this could last forever
and still be nothing but a moment.
Moshe fails to enter Canaan not
because his life was too short but
because it is a human life. [Franz Kafka,
Diaries 1914-1923, ed. Max Brod, trans. Martin Green-
berg and Hannah Arendt, New York, Schocken, 1965,
195-96]

What then does the story of Moshe tell
us? That it is right to fight for justice
even against regimes that seem
indestructible. That God is with us
when we take our stand against
oppression. That we must have faith in
those we lead, and when we cease to
have faith in them we can no longer
lead them. That change, though slow, is
real, and that people are transformed
by high ideals even though it may take
centuries.

In one of its most powerful statements
about Moshe, the Torah states that he
was "one hundred and twenty years old
when he died, yet his eyes were
undimmed and his strength unabated"
(34:8). I used to think that these were
merely two sequential phrases, until I
realised that the first was the
explanation for the second. Why was
Moshe's strength unabated? Because
his eyes were undimmed - because he
never lost the ideals of his youth.
Though he sometimes lost faith in
himself and his ability to lead, he never
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lost faith in the cause: in God, service,
freedom, the right, the good and the
holy. His words at the end of his life
were as impassioned as they had been
at the beginning.

That is Moshe, the man who refused to
"go gently into that dark night", the
eternal symbol of how a human being,
without ever ceasing to be human, can
become a giant of the moral life. That is
the greatness and the humility of
aspiring to be "a servant of God." ;
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From the Kli Yakar Jacob Solomon

This is the blessing that Moshe…
gave the Israelites before his death
(33:1).

Moshe's blessings to the Israelites as a
maturing nation of twelve tribes
parallel the earlier blessings of Yaakov
to his twelve sons, who descendants
were to become those twelve tribes.
Like Yaakov, Moshe addressed each
tribe individually, and then reached a
climax with a final blessing for all
Israel: "Happy are you, O Israel. Who
is like you? A people saved by G-d
(33:29)…"

All the tribes received individual
blessings, except Shimon. Yaakov
rebuked Shimon and Levi for their
massacre of the people of Shechem
(B'reishit 34:30) following the rape of
their sister Dina. "Cursed be their
anger for it is strong, and their
vengeance for it is harsh. I will divide
them amongst Ya'akov. I will scatter
them amongst Israel" (B'reishit 49:7).

Indeed, both Shimon and Levi were
"scattered amongst Israel" as neither
received territory in their own right,
but were allotted settlements within
the areas of other tribes (Yehoshua
13:14; 19:1). Yet Moshe blessed Levi,
but appeared to have left Shimon out.

The K'li Yakar explains that Shimon
was not in fact left out. His blessing
was included with Yehuda's, whose
territory in due course he would share
(Yehoshua 19:1). For unlike the other

tribes, Moshe did not open Yehuda's
blessing with "Of Yehuda, he said…"
but with "And this of Yehuda, he said".
"And this" includes Shimon, with
whom he would be living in close
proximity. 

The K'li Yakar continues by explaining
the words of the actual blessing: "May
G-d listen to the voice of Yehuda and
return him to his people" (33:7). This
sentence includes two simultaneous
meanings. The simple sense is that
Yehuda, the tribe of the future House
of David, should succeed in its military
campaigns and come safely back
home. However, "May G-d listen to the
voice of Yehuda" can also signify that
G-d should heed the voice of prayer
that Yehuda raised for Shimon. The
prayer was to return the people of
Shimon to the people of their own
tribe: "return him to his people". For
Yaakov's rebuke: "I will scatter them
amongst Israel" meant that would be
scattered amongst all the tribes.
Yehuda prayed that they would be
returned to their people, that they
would live within one tribe with their
settlements close enough to be in
contact with one another and thus
remain a tribal entity. Thus Moshe
blessing Yehuda in this way at the
same time blessed Shimon, by
reinforcing Yehuda's prayer for
Shimon.
It may also be observed that the other
tribes had elements of distinction and
leadership on which Moshe could
focus his blessings. Zevulun's were in
trade (33:18-19), Gad's were in the
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military (33:20), Asher's were in
farming (33:24), and so on. Levi had
shown zeal in rallying to Moshe's
orders following the sin of the Golden
Calf, drastic as they were (33:9). In
contrast, the tribe of Shimon showed
apathy in the episode of Baal Peor
(causing 24,000 deaths), whose
leading figure was Zimri, himself of
the tribe of Shimon. Though he
openly challenged Moshe, nobody
from the tribe of Shimon came
forward to oppose him. 

And this implies a salutary lesson for
people. Everyone has special poten-
tial. In today's terms, it can be in
advancing frontiers of expertise,
communicating ideas and skills,
taking care of the more vulnerable
members of society, or creating works
that raise the spirits of other people,
to name but just a few. It is every
individual life's work to identify that
particular element and strive to
develop it to the maximum. n
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Rabbi Weinreb's Weekly Column:

Bein Keseh L'Asor

Two Songs,
Two Singers

How does the poet get started on
the process of writing a poem, or the
songwriter as he sets about compos-
ing a song? Does he or she look at
the environment, at what is going on
in the world and seek inspiration
from things external? Or does the
creative artist look within, using
introspection as a tool to uncover
emotions out of which the poem or
song can be fashioned? These
questions can be asked about all
creative processes, not just writing.
They can be asked of the graphic
artist, of the composer of music, of
the sculptor.

My wife's grandfather was the
renowned Hassidic Rebbe, Rabbi
Shaul Taub, who composed
hundreds of liturgical melodies.
When he was asked about his
creative process, he would say that
he fashioned his music out of the
feelings which "overflowed from his
heart." As a Holocaust survivor, his
heart overflowed with the full range
of human emotions, from hope to
dread and despair and back to hope
again. And one can detect the full
range of these feelings in his music.

On Shabbat Shuva, we read Parshat
Haazinu. It consists almost entirely of
a shira, a song, of words spoken by
Moshe "into the ears of the entire
congregation of Israel." (D'varim
31:30) What are the emotions which
inspires those words?

To answer this question, it helps to
remember that shortly before we
read Ha'azinu, we had read another
shira, and a very different one at
that. I refer to the "Song of Chana"
(Shmuel Alef 2:1-10), which is the
haftarah for the first day of Rosh
Hashana.

Chana's emotions are apparent. She
is joyous, exhilarated, exultant. Her
desperate prayers have been
answered and she has experienced
God's wondrous powers. Her song is
a triumphant one.

Let us contrast this with the song of
Moshe. Like Chana, he is confident of
God's omnipotence. She sings, "The
Lord deals death and gives life."
(Shmuel Alef 2:6) He sings, "There is
no God beside me, I deal death and
give life." (D'varim 32:39)

But the song that Moshe sings is of a
very different nature. Moshe has a
clear if pessimistic vision of what lies
ahead for the Jewish people. He
foresees the consequences of their
disobedience and rebelliousness. He
anticipates the wrath of God.

He places the blame for that wrath
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on the people themselves, not upon
God. God is justified in all that He
does. "The Rock, His work is perfect...
just and right is He. Is corruption His?
No! His children's is the blemish..."
(D'varim 32:4-5)

Moshe's emotions as he utters the
song of Haazinu are complex indeed.
For one thing, he feels a sense of
dread of what lies ahead for these
people whom he knows to be weak
and sinful. He is certain that great
suffering is in store for his people.
That suffering pains him.
But he also finds it necessary to
express a deeper emotion, one of
confidence and trust in God in the
face of suffering. He thus expresses,
arguably for the first time in the
Bible, the Jewish reaction of Tziduk
HaDin, of proclaiming God's justice
even in the depths of tragedy.

The poem of Haazinu calls to mind a
mélange of graphic images: exces-
sive sensuality, sin, faithlessness,
and, in reaction to all this, "a fire
kindled in God's nostrils which burns
into the depths of the netherworld."
These are powerful images which
ring true to the experience of every
Jew who is even minimally aware of
our history. But Moshe sets the tone
for all of us with his opening
declaration: God is righteous, God is
just, God is fair. Tziduk HaDin. This is
the Jewish reaction to every manner
of suffering.

How apt are the words of Rabbi

Soloveitchik, who would stress the
centrality to our faith of the concept
of Tziduk HaDin, justifying God. He
saw in this concept our assertion of
"dignity in defeat": "If man knows
how to take defeat... as the halacha
tries to teach us, then he may
preserve his dignity even when he
faces adversity and disaster."

At this time of year, during these
days of judgment and introspection,
we prepare ourselves for a future
year of difficulties and challenges
and worse. We ready ourselves for
the dreaded possibility of the need
to express Tziduk HaDin. But does
this cause us to despair? No. For this
solemnity is our best way to prepare
for a different set of alternatives
entirely.

Anxiety over Divine judgment, Eimat
HaDin, propels us to repent, to
commit to be better persons, better
Jews. 

This "fear of judgment" becomes the
ground out of which sprouts
optimism and hope; optimism that
God will shine His countenance
upon us, and hope that we will merit
His favor and be blessed with a
sweet and happy New Year.

We learn the lessons of the song of
Haazinu so that we can merit the
triumphs of the "Song of Chana". 
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OzTORAH
FEASTING & FASTING
The most evident part of Yom Kippur is
the fasting for 25 hours.

It's not an easy experience as we all
know. But the prophet Yeshayahu asks
(58:3-10) the devastating question of
why we fast if God doesn't seem to take
any notice.

God's answer is devastating. Put into
modern garb, His words are as follows:

"That's precisely the point. You fast and
show me how proud you are that you
can go without food and drink for My
sake. But what I want from you is not
fasting alone but compassion for other
people.

"You make yourselves suffer, but what
about the people who suffer all year?
Where is your concern for the suffering,
your support, your assistance?

"What do you do about feeding the
people who are constantly hungry and
thirsty? What do you do about finding
homes for the homeless, friendship for
the lonely, company for the alienated?

"I want you to fast, definitely; but when
you feast, I want you to share your
celebration with other people.

"Fast for Me, certainly; but feast for Me
too."
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VEBBE REBBE
Avinu Malkeinu when Yom
Kippur falls out on Shabbat
Question: I understand that this year,
with Yom Kippur falling out on Shabbat, we
will not be saying Avinu Malkeinu, except
at Ne'ila. What makes Avinu Malkeinu
fitting, among all the tefillot of Yom Kippur,
to be eliminated, and why is Ne'ila an
exception?  

Answer: First, we imagine you are
Ashkenazi, as most Sephardic com-
munities do recite Avinu Malkeinu on
Yom Kippur that falls out on Shabbat,
although many leave out the passages
that mention sinning (see Yechaveh
Da'at I, 54 and Mikra'ei Kodesh
(Harari), Yom Kippur 5:12). Many
Sephardim even say Avinu Malkeinu
on Rosh Hashana that falls out on
Shabbat and on Shabbat Shuva (ibid.).
Indeed, almost all Ashkenazim and
some Sephardim omit Avinu
Malkeinu on Shabbat even on Yom
Kippur. The reason is that one is not
allowed to make requests on Shabbat
(Rama, Orach Chayim 584:1 and
Mishna Berura ad loc. 4). It is true
that we do recite passages that contain
special requests (e.g., Zachreinu
l'chayim …) on Shabbat, and the
justification is that since they are
written in the plural, it is considered
the needs of the community, which is
permitted (see Tosafot, Berachot 34a).
However, the fact that Avinu
Malkeinu originated as a special
prayer for fast days (Ta'anit 25b) is

part of the reason that it is treated as a
particularly plaintive prayer that is
inappropriate for Shabbat. This is
despite the fact that it is recited in
plural and is a regular part of our
davening throughout Aseret Y'mei
T'shuva (Orchot Chayim, Rosh
HaShana 2). The Aruch HaShulchan
(OC 619:8) has a different take on it.
He says that, intrinsically, one is
allowed to make any type of request
on Yom Kippur, as the Yud Gimel
Midot and many piyutim are no less
strong than Avinu Malkeinu. Rather,
the Rabbis chose to omit Avinu
Malkeinu as a reminder that elements
of Shabbat exist despite being largely
overshadowed by the outpouring of
the feeling of trepidation associated
with Yom Kippur.
Avinu Malkeinu is considered an
important prayer, and we do not easily
give up on its use. One practical
indication of this is the bending of a
rule. Usually we do not say Avinu
Malkeinu on Erev Yom Kippur.
However, the Rama (OC 604:2) says
that when Yom Kippur falls out on
Shabbat, causing us to limit Avinu
Malkeinu's recitation on Yom Kippur,
we do recite it in Shacharit of Erev
Yom Kippur. Some compare our
relinquishing of our right to use this
"spiritual tool" in honor of Shabbat to
that of not blowing shofar when Rosh
Hashana is on Shabbat, where our
regard for Shabbat itself "sweetens
our judgment" (see Divrei Yehuda
(Scheinfeld), p. 201). There are voices
raised to allow Avinu Malkeinu
specifically on Yom Kippur when it
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falls out on Shabbat because of the
urgency of our having our last chance
to achieve atonement before the end
of Hashem's judgment (Ran, Rosh
Hashana 9a of the Rif's pages). 
Regarding why we say Avinu
Malkeinu specifically at Ne'ila, there
are at least three explanations. The
Levush (OC 623:5) says that by that
time Shabbat is out, so there is no
longer a problem. The Magen
Avraham (623:3) says that even if a
shul gets up to Avinu Malkeinu before
nightfall, they still recite it because
now it is indeed the last chance
(applying the aforementioned Ran to
this case of the very last opportunity).
Finally the Mateh Efrayim (623,
K'tzeh Hamateh 8) cites the Maharil
who says that we want to take the
opportunity to say Avinu Malkeinu in
the only tefilla where we insert
"chotmeinu" (seal us) in place of
"kotveinu" (inscribe us).
The Rashbetz (III, 176), one of the
major sources on the matter, stresses
that there are various minhagim on
these matters, and one should not
change the local practice based on
what seems to be a preferred
alternative minhag. With the help of
whatever words we will end up
saying, we should be "sealed" this
Yom Kippur for a good year, full with
lives of health, happiness and true
meaning, on both a national and an
individual level. 
Rav Daniel Mann, Eretz Hemdah Institute
Questions? email info@eretzhemdah.org
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CHIZUK ! IDUD
Divrei Torah from the weekly sedra

with a focus on living in Eretz Yisrael -
Chizuk for Olim & Idud for not-yet-Olim  

Every year, as Yom Kippur draws to a
close, the entire congregation eagerly
awaits the concluding sounding of the
shofar, before fervently breaking out in
song: L'SHANA HABA'A BIRU-
SHALAYIM HAB'NUYA! As we
anticipate this special moment, it is
important to remember that this familiar
routine was not always so simple. When
the British Mandatory Forces ruled over
Eretz Yisrael, blowing the shofar at the
Kotel at the conclusion of Yom Kippur
was prohibited lest it antagonize the
Arab population and spur civil unrest. In
the year 1930 a courageous Jew decided
to sound the shofar nonetheless, and was
immediately taken into custody. When
word of his arrest reached Rav Kook
zt"l, he immediately set out towards the
home of the High Commissioner in
order to demand the young man's
release. Rav Kook pointed out the
religious significance of the act, while
the commissioner stressed the fact that a
government decree had been violated. In
the end, some four hours later, the man
was ultimately released. More recently,
tales of heroism abound surrounding the
blowing of the Shofar under perilous
conditions in the Ghettoes and camps.
The Yad Vashem website showcases the
Shofar fashioned by Moshe ben Dov
Winterter who braved death in order to
clandestinely prepare it in a metal
workshop in one of the forced labor
camps. Elaborate plans were put into
place in order to procure a ram's horn, a
guard was bribed, and the shofar which

was then blown can be found in Yad
Vashem under the caption: "The call of
the shofar from the depths of the
Holocaust".

The pairing of the Shofar's plaintive
cries with our supplications of
L'SHANA HABA'A BIRUSHALAYIM
HAB'NUYA!, remind me of a story told
of one of the Chassidic Rebbes. 

Every day during the month of Elul, the
Rebbe's grandson impatiently waited for
the end of the morning prayers in order
to hear the sounds of the Shofar. On
Erev Rosh Hashana the shofar was not
blown, and the child who was too young
to understand or to accept the reasons
proffered burst out in tears. The Rebbe's
unrestrained love for his grandson led
him to relent, and he allowed the shofar
to be blown. 
The next day, as the Rebbe addressed the
congregation, he too began to cry.
Tearfully describing how his love had
led him to abrogate the custom and
sound the shofar one day too early, the
Rebbe turned his face towards the
heavens: "Avinu Shebashamayim, your
children are crying out to You, pleading
with you to let them hear the Shofar
Gadol L'cheiruteinu, the great shofar of
freedom which will gather them back to
Israel - Ribbono Shel Olam - do you not
love your children enough to accede to
their request - even if it may be
premature…"

I want to conclude by sharing an
additional Yom Kippur story; this time a
contemporary tale from just a few short
years ago - with a markedly different
setting than the previous ones - an army
base deep in the Negev desert. A large
group of Hesder students stationed in an
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army base down south, wished to purify
themselves in a mikva before Yom
Kippur. The closest Mikva was in the
city of Eilat, and the commanding
officer balked at the logistics of
transporting a couple hundred soldiers,
removing them their important training.

The Rabbi of the army base (my son
Zevi) came up with a novel suggestion:
Measuring the dimensions of an
abandoned fish pond on the base, it was
determined that the pond could easily
hold forty Se'ahs of water (around 150
U.S. liquid gallons) and thus serve as a
makeshift Mikva. There was just one
small problem: How do you provide rain
water in the desert? The Shulchan Aruch
(Yoreh De'ah 201:30) provided the
solution: Once frozen, the water is
considered a new entity, and therefore
when melted, the ice runoff is no longer
categorized as Mayim She'uvim (drawn
water). The commanding officer
authorized the plan, and a call was made
to order two tons of ice cubes, which,
when melted, would constitute a
temporary kosher mikva for these young
soldiers' purposes.

The ice was delivered a little late, and
thus on Erev Yom Kippur although the
sun was blazing above, the first group of
soldiers immersed amongst the floating
ice cubes! The soldiers shiveringly
claimed that the Negev mikva was much
colder than the famed Ari HaKadosh's
Mikva in Tzfat!

This quaint story nicely illustrates the
modern day mesirut nefesh for Torah
and mitzvot of religious soldiers within
the IDF, as well as the willingness of
the secular commanders to go along
with their unusual requests!

This year as the Shofar is blown in your
shul and you cry out - L'SHANA
HABA'A BIRUSHALAYIM, it is time
to finally resolve to put words to action!
It is time to add your own personal tale
of mesirut nefesh, time to come home
and immerse yourself in the kedusha of
Eretz Yisrael. 

May L'SHANA HABA'A be this very
year!

Rabbi Yerachmiel Roness, Ramat Shiloh, Beit Shemesh
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by Richard Shavei Tzion

Haazinu
My Teaching

Showers on vast grasses each droplet
distinct

Snow drifting across the plain each flake
unique 

Prolific Jacaranda's petals of identical
inception 

Sui generis, floating far, wide

Abundant paths flow from axiom's origin 

Let the torrent of truth

Suffuse permeable minds

Share the wisdom of experience

Contemplate the other's insight

Let My dew be inspiration

For divine, disparate discourse

Seventy faces of the Torah

Talmud, midrash, peirush, pilpul

Coloring the fields of human experience

As crystal disperses the light of spring

You each are my fertile offspring all

by Richard Shavei Tzion

V'zot HaB'racha
My Teaching

Moses' morasha

God's gift

Rotation of our years

Demise of a man 

Turn of a page

Inception of a world

Full circle swinging

Bridging last Lamed

And Bet's beginning

Heart of a nation

Richest vein of inspiration

Nucleus of our orbit

Beat by beat, age upon age

Torah



Shabbat
YomKippur
ZACHOR ET YOM HASHABBAT L'KAD'SHO,
remember the Shabbat day, to sanctify it.
The major fulfillment of this mitzva is
KIDDUSH on Friday night (as Shabbat
enters, and Havdala, as Shabbat exits).

Our Sages taught us to say Kiddush in
davening on Leil Shabbat and then again
with wine at home at the dinner table.
The main part of Kiddush is the b'racha
of M'KADEISH HASHABBAT, which we
find (with different texts) both in the
Arvit Amida and in the Friday night
Kiddush. 
Our Sages further teach us to precede
the Kiddush b'racha with the p'sukim
describing G-d's first Shabbat of Creation
(VAYCHULU), which we do both in the
Amida and as the introduction to
Kiddush.

When Yom Tov falls on Shabbat, the
Amida still refers to Shabbat, as does the
closing of the middle b'racha, but
VAYCHULU is not part of the Amida.
There- fore, the practice was instituted to
recite VAYCHULU right after the Amida
(before B'racha Mei'ein Sheva). This
practice was meant to give us a Vaychulu
at davening, as well as later, at Kiddush. 

Technically, an additional Vaychulu
would not be necessary on a regular
Friday night, because it IS in the Amida.
Because of LO P'LUG, we don't
distinguish between Friday night that is
Yom Tov and Friday night that isn't.

Which brings us to Yom Kippur on
Shabbat. No Kiddush before the evening
meal, because there is no evening meal.
And no Vaychulu in the Amida either,
because a Yom Tov Amida doesn't have it.
So rather than a double Kiddush, we have
only one - during davening. Shabbat is
mentioned in the middle bracha of the
Amida and in its closing. Vaychulu is said
after the Amida (that's just once, not
twice or thrice, as on all other occasions).
THEREFORE, we should have specific
KAVANA for ZACHOR ET YOM
HASHABBAT L'KAD'SHO when we say
the middle bracha of the Leil Yom Kippur
Amida and when we say the once-only
VAYCHULU.


